
 

 

Bells Farm Early Years’ Curriculum 

 

1.  Bells Farm Curriculum Map 

 

The curriculum map outlines the possible learning objectives and skills that staff feel should be covered through 

the teaching of the umbrella theme. The umbrella theme is chosen carefully by staff to ensure that children 

experience a rich, broad and balanced curriculum throughout the Early Years. The umbrella themes take into 

account the experiences and needs of the children in our school and the theme and the possible learning 

objectives and skills also address the typical gaps in our pupil’s knowledge and skills. 

 

2. Curriculum Planning Flowchart  

 

The flowchart outlines the continuous planning, teaching, assessment cycle that occurs within our umbrella 

theme throughout a half term / term. 

 

3.  Bells Farm Curriculum Map Review 

 

At the end of the umbrella theme the staff highlight the learning objectives and skills that have not been taught 

or that need further teaching. These objectives and skills are then transferred onto the next curriculum map to 

be taught under the next umbrella theme.  



 

 

Brainstorm the umbrella theme with the children  

What do the children already know? What do the children want to know? This process involves the children 

in the planning, decision making and recording of their learning. This creative journey from start to the end is 

recorded in floor books. It enables the children the opportunities for co-construction, sustained shared talking 

and thinking. It encourages them to demonstrate their thinking, ideas, suggestions, predictions and links in their 

learning. 

 

 

Informs our weekly planning  

The brainstorm feeds into the weekly planning, providing an opportunity to generate a number of possibilities 

- possible lines of development that can be followed up each week with planned activities that reflect the 

children’s interests and needs whilst building upon their curiosity and developing their skills and knowledge. 

 

 

Plan our Language for Thinking and our Independent Enhancements  

Staff plan and sequence learning experiences coherently across the seven areas of learning as well as 

providing provocations that build upon what the children know and can do, ensuring that the children are given 

opportunities to enquire and explore, to use a wide range of vocabulary as well as develop their experiences, 

knowledge and skills.   

 

 

Teaching  

Through effective pedagogy and the enabling environment the children will be provided with learning 

experiences that will ensure that they can remember long term what they have been taught as well as enabling 

them to integrate new knowledge into larger concepts.  

 

 

Reflection upon the learning  

Staff will measure the impact of the teaching and learning that has occurred throughout the week and they will 

identify the children’s next steps to ensure that the new knowledge and skills can be built upon. Through random 

name generators pupils will be chosen to personally reflect upon their learning. They will be encouraged to talk 

about / scribe in the floor books their thoughts on the learning that has taken place over the week thus 

prompting them to reflect upon past learning and experiences whilst also encouraging them to enhance and 

extend their learning.  

 

 

Informs our weekly planning  

The cycle repeats over and over again throughout the duration of the umbrella theme. The floor books will 

evidence the children’s learning journey throughout each umbrella theme. 

 


